
 A selection of substitute 
shapes for the main objects 
and characters in the story

 ‘The Fox, the Rabbit and 
the Cockerel’ storybook

 Set of 8 Episode Pictures 
from SG57

 A few favourite teddies 
and/or dolls, or other family 
members

 A small tray for each child 
to keep their set of shapes 
in (only necessary if you 
have more than one child 
doing this session)

15–20 minutes

THE FOX, THE RABBIT AND THE COCKEREL 
Symbol Theatre

Note: We have provided extra shapes here that are not actually needed, to give your child the additional 
challenge of choosing suitable substitute shapes from a mixture of appropriate and inappropriate ones. If you 
think this will be too much for your child at this point, just leave them out and only introduce the ones needed 
for acting out the story – the ones on the first sheet in the resources.

WHAT can this substitute shape be? 

Show them the first episode picture with Rabbit in his bark house and Fox in his ice house. The show them the 
five coloured rectangles. Ask them to choose which they think would be the best substitute for the bark house 
(light brown) and which for the ice house (light blue). Establish and ground the analogy between the houses and 
their substitute shapes (brown for brown bark, blue for cold ice).

WHO can this substitute shape be? 

Review who the main characters are in the story. Then have your child look through the differently-sized and 
coloured circles. Say: Instead of the characters themselves, we will use different circles as we’ve done before. Let’s 
decide which circle can best represent each character. 

Support your child as necessary, as in previous sessions, with choosing the most appropriate coloured for the 
characters in the story, using their relative size and colour to help: Black circle (Bull), brown circle (Bear), orange 
circle (Fox), grey circle (Dog), red circle (Cockerel) and white circle (Rabbit).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can choose an appropriate substitute shape for each story character or object.
Your child can show the correct substitute shape when characters or objects are mentioned.
Your child can move the substitute shapes appropriately to illustrate the actions of the characters.

To practise using substitute shapes and kinaesthetic procedures as supports 
for cognitive development
To help children understand what the substitute shapes represent, and how 
to use them to represent aspects of the story
To develop the ability to hold in mind the characters and events of a story
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Now build models with the shapes for the Episodes 1 and then for Episode 8 in front of you, talking about your choices as you do each one in turn:

Symbol Theatre – Modelling Using Kinaesthetic Procedures: 

Tell your child that together you are going to bring the story of ‘The Fox, the Rabbit and the Cockerel’ to life, using the shapes that they have selected. Explain 
that you will tell the story and that whenever you mention the different characters and houses, they should hold up the relevant circle or rectangle. Have 
each child use their own set of substitute shapes and their trays to keep their shapes separate and organised.

Read the story, speaking slowly to give them time to react, and encourage them to hold up the substitute shapes accordingly and use them to show what 
happens as the story unfolds. If necessary, provide additional help, for example prompt them to think carefully about what they are looking for and why, by 
asking what shape they need, what colour it has to be and/or how big it needs to be.

When they have finished, tell the story again – this time with an audience of other family members or teddies/dolls. Encourage your child to join in orally 
where they can and move the shapes according to the movements indicated in the story for each character.

If you have more than one child doing this session, they can each take different roles and then swap over.

THE FOX, THE RABBIT AND THE COCKEREL 
Symbol Theatre – continued
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Cut out each substitute shape separately – exactly around the edges leaving no white showing. 

Every child you are doing this session with will need their own set of substitute shapes for the ‘ Symbol Theatre’ part of the session, so you will need to print 
and cut out more copies accordingly. 
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These are the extra shapes that are not appropriate for this story, so that your child has to make a suitable choice for each character and object.

Cut out each substitute shape separately – exactly around the edges leaving no white showing.
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